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THE P   LYAMORY 
EXCHANGE

The Largest and Most Accessible
M/s Conference in History

With the virtual format this year we are able to offer an event of unprecedented scope,

accessibility, and inclusivity while providing the same high standards attendees have

come to expect from MsC since 2004. 

We are excited to bring you presentations from six countries across four continents

including the return of our Spanish language education program. In addition to an

astounding lineup of live presentations we will offer over 100 hours of educational

programming available on-demand 24/7 to accommodate those joining us from time

zones where catching all the live events may be challenging.

Thank you for making history with us.
Please note if you’re viewing this as a PDF all links are live, so click away!

FOUNDING SPONSORS

The Polyamory Exchange is dedicated to
education and support for those interested
in the intersection of Polyamory and
Authority Based Relationships. Our mission
is to provide an interactive forum for those
with this shared interest to explore, learn,
and discuss this particular juncture of
relationship dynamics.The Polyamory
Exchange celebrates and passionately
advocates for diversity. We are committed
to fostering an inclusive space for all
orientations and identifications to engage
in meaningful discourse where these
consensual relationship dynamics can be
talked about openly and authentically.

Far too many in our chosen families
have already been lost to us with
precious little of their wisdom
preserved. Our Leather Legacy is
dedicated to collecting the teachings,
lived experience, and perspectives of
important voices in the Leather and
M/s community so that more of their
insights and understanding can be
made accessible to future generations.

Far too many in our chosen families
have already been lost to us with
precious little of their wisdom
preserved. Our Leather Legacy is
dedicated to collecting the teachings,
lived experience, and perspectives of
important voices in the Leather and M/s
community so that more of their
insights and understanding can be
made accessible to future generations.
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THEPOLYEXCHANGE.COM OURLEATHERLEGACY.COMMTTA.INFO

http://www.thepolyexchange.com/
http://www.ourleatherlegacy.com/
http://www.mtta.info/


MsC WORLDWIDE is produced by MTTA, Inc., a 100% volunteer-run non-profit

501(c)(3) educational organization. A Board of Directors, currently integrated

by nine members of our Master/slave Community, governs MTTA.

MTTA Mission Statement
To provide education and support through a variety of methods concerning

the Master/slave lifestyle.  

MTTA Vision Statement
To be a world class organization in providing educational, training, social and

networking opportunities for adults interested in alternative relationships. 

MTTA, Inc. Disclaimer
Every decision and choice a person makes has some degree of risk associated

with it. We believe that each adult must set for himself or herself the level of

risk he or she is willing to accept. MTTA, Inc., supports the rights of individuals

to make informed decisions and choices concerning their lifestyles. MTTA, Inc.,

promotes open discussion and debate; however, we do not necessarily

support every idea or technique put forth in our events. MTTA, Inc., its officers,

Board of Directors, and Staff, will not be held responsible for accidents,

injuries, or other improper applications of information or ideas generated by

any of the programs or events it sponsors. At MTTA, Inc., events, any views or

opinions expressed are those of the individuals speaking and do not

necessarily represent the views or opinions of MTTA, Inc., its officers, Board of

Directors, staff or volunteers
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Slave 
Sarah Amor

(she/her)
Sponsor Coordinator

Slave
Gaia Amor

(she/her/it)
EDUCATION

LIAISON

Master
Dante Amor

(He/Him)
EXECUTIVE
PRODUCER

Slaveling 
Coco Amor

(she/her)
MODERATOR /

VOLUNTEER 
LEAD
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EXECUTIVE STAFF

STAFF

slave audi Yue
(she/her)

Social Media Team

Mr Ladybug &
FeistyFionna

(She/They), (She/Her)
Social Media Team

MsDDom &
CreamDream
(She/Her), (he/him/él)
Fundraising Team

slave nala
(she/her)

Webslave
Design Lead

Daesha Darling
(she/her)
Canva 

Design Lead

Seq
(they/she)

Community
Support Lead

slavegirl j
(she/her)

INCIDENT
RESPONSE 

TEAM

Multiperv
(he/him)

REGISTRAR, SCHED
& RALLYUP ADMIN

(he/him)
Tech Admin

slave boy gene

Cheshr
(He/Him)

TECH LEAD





SouthPlainsLeatherfest.com 

South Plains Leatherfest 
March 21-24, 2024, Dallas, TX 



Empowering M/s Dynamics 

Through Education, Support,

and Community Since 1988 

S
u
p
p
orting M/s for over 3

5 y
ears

 

 MAsT International 

Follow us on social media (click links below)

Join our mailing list
Locate a chapter
Start a chapter 
Get MAsT swag

https://www.mast.net/index.php
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OUR PRESENTERS 
Akasha Eden (she/her)

FACILITATING:

Intimacy, Control, and Surrender for the X/Mil/Z-ennials: a Facilitated Discussion on TNG M/s;
Slaveheart for the Reluctant slave; Spiritual M/s; Kinky Jeopardy! Game Night Social

Ayzad (He/him)

FACILITATING:

The Play Rooms: The History and Hidden Meanings of Your Dungeon

Beast and echo (He/him), (she/they)

FACILITATING:

Cigar Service 101 & Saturday Night Cigar Social; NeuroConvergent: Creating Harmony in Your Dynamic From the Discord of Mental
Health Challenges; The House That Leather Built: Leather and Choosing Your Own Destiny; Where Do We Go From Here? Healing
and Recovery in the Wake of Consent Violations

BunnyNichol Twist (She/her)

FACILITATING:

So how do I balance the world on my shoulders as I kneel perfectly?; 
Synergizing Growth: Navigating Dynamics for Success

Burke (She/Her)

FACILITATING:

Conversations With Grandmom: An Intergenerational Chat

CreamDream (he/him/él)

FACILITATING:

slaves & scones - An s-type roundtable with CreamDream

Crow (he/they)

FACILITATING:

Conversations With Grandmom: An Intergenerational Chat

Dan and dawn Williams (he/him), (she/her)

FACILITATING:

Mash-Up! Managing multiple power exchange partnerships;
Kneel for me slave…except on Tuesdays; Rituals and Protocols
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Dr. Erik James Escareño LCSW, DSW (they/she/he)

FACILITATING:

Cultivating a sustainable power exchange relationship through art, culture, service, and authority.

Dr. Richard Sprott (he/him)

FACILITATING:
What’s the point? Discussing the goals of M/s relationships; The Psychology of Dominance – Latest scientific research;
Psychobiology of SM – mind-body connections in SM activities; Black and Blues: X-Drop (sub drop, Top drop, event drop)

Guy Baldwin, M.S.

FACILITATING:

M/s Scene Dynamics De-constructed

Jota (Elle/They/them)

FACILITATING:

¿Cómo llegar a acuerdos éticos en una relación de autoridad? (How can you ethically establish
agreements on Ms relationships?)

Kota (Proxy's Pup) (He/They)

FACILITATING:

Conversations With Grandmom: An Intergenerational Chat

Lady O (she/her)

FACILITATING:

Etiquette in the M/s Community;  Challenging Conversations in Authority Transfer Relationships

Lady Sphinx (All)

FACILITATING:

BDSM más allá de la Ds: Exploración de roles y dinámicas más allá de la Ds;
Evaluación de Riesgos Eficiente, primeros auxilios y cuidados básicos.

Lee Harrington (he/they)

FACILITATING:

Solo Dominances, Submission, and Surrender; Conscious Inequality, Dominance, and Submission; Service
that Actually Serves US: Giving and Receiving what WE Really Want; Sunday Night Formal Service Social
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Levi (He/Him)

FACILITATING:

"Transparency: It's Not So Transparent"

Mama Vi Johnson (She/Her)

FACILITATING:

Another Walk Through Leather History at The Carter Johnson/Library; 
Conversations With Grandmom: An Intergenerational Chat

Master David

FACILITATING:

Accepting Surrender: Mastering a slave that is not submissive; 
We Don’t Always Agree: Navigating Difference of Opinions in a M/s Dynamic

Master Fire (She/Her)

FACILITATING:

Manual Creation: Defining the Structure of an M/s Household 

Master Kaddan Yue (She/Her/Sir)

FACILITATING:

Two sides of the same coin – A look into Long Distance Dynamics; Service Houses

Master Kai (He/Him)

FACILITATING:

Las sombras de la entrega y servicio.;
Retos de la Latinoamerica actual y el individuo. Egos y comunidad

Master Lola Smiles (She/Her)

FACILITATING:

Like Sands Through the Hourglass - Growing Together & Older in an M/s Dynamic

(He/Him)

Master MsTique (She/Her)

FACILITATING:

Care Work, Community and Collective Visioning;
Safe Harbor: A Facilitated Discussion on Disability and Chronic Illness
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Master Penguin & slave ginna (He/Him & she/her)

FACILITATING:

I’m Quirky and I Know It: Neurodiversity within M/s Dynamics;
Service for All Seasons

Master PlaineJane (She/Her/Sir)

FACILITATING:

Female Domination: Empowering Women to Lead!;
Command, Condition, & Care: Nurturing a Desire for Control

Master Rodin

FACILITATING:

How to Start a MAsT Chapter

Master Taíno

FACILITATING:

Familias Leather; Mentoring the Masters and the slaves

Master Thaddeus Twist (He/Him)

FACILITATING:

Synergizing Growth: Navigating Dynamics for Success; 
Conversations With Grandmom: An Intergenerational Chat

Master WrathDaddy (He/Him)

FACILITATING:

Learning To Love What You Hate; Storytime For Littles!

(He/Him)

Mister-Blue & Mrs. Bluefrost (He/Him), (She/Her)

FACILITATING:

The Relationship Cycle - Conscience Relationships and Attuning with your Partner(s).

Ms. Kelly Chance and slave boi D (she/her), (they/them)

FACILITATING:

Naked Trust: The Foundation of Intimacy; Stumbling Blocks to Stepping Stones
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Ms. Proxy
FACILITATING:

Conversations With Grandmom: An Intergenerational Chat

MsDDom
FACILITATING:

Masters & Muffins - An M/D-type roundtable with MsDDom

MsJay / Misko-Bineshiinh Ikwe

FACILITATING:

Guided by Ancestral Knowledge in Leather and M/s

Orc & M (Any), (She/They)

FACILITATING:

M/s 101 - Introducción a las relacions de intercambio de autoridad.; Latin American/Hispanic Leather Lounge -
Spanglish Welcome! (Salón de cuero latinoamericano/hispano - Spanglish ¡Bienvenido!)

Raven Kaldera & Joshua Tenpenny (he/him), (he/him)

FACILITATING:

Developing Consistency in Power Dynamic Relationships; Supporting A Master In Crisis; 
Sex and Power Exchange; Healthy Objectification in M/s Relationships

(She/They)

(She/Her)

Sir Edgar and slave raven (He/Him), (she/her)

FACILITATING:

I have a voice, but i don’t have a choice; Invisible Protocols

Robert (Dr. Bob) Rubel (He/Him)

FACILITATING:

Transformative Mastery and Surrender; Fanning the Flames: Creating Sustainable FRE (Forever
Relationship Energy)

slave audi Yue

FACILITATING:

Two sides of the same coin – A look into Long Distance Dynamics

(she/her)
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Slave Gaia Amor (she/her/it)

FACILITATING:

The Burnished Collar - A Circle for Those in Service for 5+ Years

slavegirl j (she/her)

FACILITATING:

How to Start a MAsT Chapter

TammyJo Eckhart, PhD

FACILITATING:

The Decision to be Out; Your Plan for a Successful D/s or M/s Relationship - (For Single / Unpartnered
Individuals Seeking A Dynamic); Reclaiming Your Powers - A Journey of Healing From Abuse

the boy Yue

FACILITATING:

Service Houses

The Goddess Indigo (She/Her), (He/Him)

FACILITATING:

E.M.P.O.W.E.R. The Feminine (Women’s Class); Transformative Mastery and Surrender; Fanning
the Flames: Creating Sustainable FRE (Forever Relationship Energy)

Tomo (He/They)

FACILITATING:

Resistance is Welcome; Middle Management;
Getting It Done – 10 Steps to Being an Organized and Effective slave

(she/they)

(he/him)

slave Charles

FACILITATING:

Challenging Conversations in Authority Transfer Relationships

(he/him)
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FRIDAY FEBRUARY 16

All registrants will receive a link to our online
interactive scheduling platform that will let you

easily craft your own schedule and personalize your
MsC Worldwide 2023 experience!

EVENT SCHEDULE
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SATURDAY FEBRUARY 17



Fredrick Zal, PhD(c), MA, CST, CSE
Teaching the art within sexual acts

MSCWORLDWIDE.ORG

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 18
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MSCWORLDWIDE.ORG

MONDAY FEBRUARY 19
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MSCWORLDWIDE.ORG

ACCESSIBILITY RECORDING POLICY
When we had the vision of expanding accessibility and preserving our
community wisdom for future generations through recording, we
knew that some would be excited at the prospect whilst others would
be more cautious or even averse to the idea. What we never imagined
was that a staggering 80% of the presenters would agree, many for the
very first time, in no small part due to how seriously we considered
consent and privacy. 

We understand that, for some of you, the idea of events being recorded
may give you pause when it comes to participation. With that in mind
we’d like to share a few things for your consideration:

If you are extremely privacy sensitive you can still attend any
recorded session and simply not turn on your camera or
microphone to mitigate exposure risk. 

Our intention is that no gallery view recordings will be made or
shared. Only the active or spotlighted speakers will be visible in
the recordings. This means even if you do turn on your camera, as
long as you do not unmute, you should not be present in any of
the recordings. We do highly encourage being on camera as it
fosters a greater sense of community and helps the presenters
not feel like they are speaking into the void. That said, if you are
deeply concerned with avoiding any exposure please see the
previous point above. 

Even if you don’t attend them in person, recorded sessions will be
available for you to view on demand at your leisure after they are
processed and the cloud recording link is uploaded to Sched.com.
(this will happen on a rolling basis throughout the event)

In the spirit of transparency and to help you understand how we are
caretaking these invaluable contributions, below you will find the exact
recording terms presenters agreed to. The virtual format for MsC this
year offers an unprecedented degree of inclusivity allowing many to
participate who could not have otherwise. 

On demand recordings provide increased accessibility for
neurodivergent, D/deaf, hard of hearing, ELL/ESL folks and more,
thanks to the increased comprehensibility offered by being able to
pause, rewind, and replay at one’s own pace. Recording also supports
those joining us from all over the world where your presentation may
be occurring at times when attending live isn’t possible. (middle of the
night, etc.) 

Finally, those of you who have attended MsC know that with 7+
concurrent events featuring top notch speakers, every time-slot poses
an “impossible” choice for attendees. You’ve likely felt the pain of being
scheduled against a fellow presenter you’d like to see yourself!

The time and resources we are devoting to these accessibility
recordings is to provide as many MsC attendees as possible the
opportunity to experience what you have to offer. 

The recordings will be made available exclusively to
attendees for the duration of the event, and for a
limited time after. We will not share the recordings
anywhere else without receiving explicit consent. 

All those who agree to participate will receive a
follow up email providing an opportunity to have
your voice and perspectives included in educational
archives like the Carter/ Johnson Library and Leather
Archives & Museum, as well as other outlets if
desired. As a 501(c)3 non-profit organization we will
never use these recordings for profit and are happy
to delete them after event broadcasting has
concluded if preferred. 

In cases where presenters agree to the sharing of
their presentations through mainstream or widely
accessible channels (e.g. an MsC Worldwide Youtube
channel) attendee video and audio will be entirely
redacted first to protect their privacy. Questions
asked verbally by attendees will be transcribed into
on-screen written questions in the recordings prior
to their being shared in this way. 

That said, once we share a video with any other
institution, there is no guarantee that they may
some day find a wider audience. In a modern era we
have the potential of websites and cloud drives
being compromised. This is why we remind all
participants that turning on your camera or
microphone, is granting explicit consent to being
recorded and waiving any rights regarding that
recording. The following is the consent statement
that will be read at the beginning of every recorded
session: 

This is a reminder that turning on your camera or
microphone is consenting to being in that recording,
so make sure your video, profile picture, and name
are all set accordingly. While the participants list and
chat are not shown in the recordings, anything
typed in open chat should be considered publicly
accessible as it could be referenced by another or
copied. 

We trust our attendees to make their own
assessment to what level of exposure risk they are
comfortable with and have worked hard to provide a
space where the event can be enjoyed wherever
they may be.

Thank you for literally making history with us,
expanding accessibility to high caliber M/s
educational content, and building an educational
legacy for future generations. 
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slave molly qule
Jenni Shalimar
AngelsEnvy
Master Bannor
Lady Silent J
Goddexx Symphonee
Malkinius
DreamingForest
Jenni Shalimar
molotov_
boy dean
Master Maneesh
jamesofspades
Sir Edjer Pendragon
Clearknight
-MasterDave-
graograman
Mark
miss wendy
Master Malcolm
Moneypenny (Bratty Kitten)
Stacey, Ms NLA-Int’l ‘95&’96

...and over fifty others who gave generously but wish to remain anonymous. 
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THANK YOU TO OUR
BENEFACTORS, ASL,
AND SCHOLARSHIP
FUNDERS:



House Exeter on Fetlife

Our vision is to help
foster the growth of
thriving power exchange,
service, and Leather
communities by
providing a greater
understanding of critical
soft & hard skills, mental
heath topics, and key
relationship skills 
through free and
accessible education.
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https://fetlife.com/users/14836668
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